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MUSCLE ACTION DURING LOCOMOTION:
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
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Summary

This essay explores how the properties of striated muscles are matched to the tasks
they perform during running, swimming and flying. During exercise the major
locomotory muscles undergo alternate cycles of lengthening and shortening. Force
development is greatly influenced by the timing of stimulation in relation to the
length-change cycle and by the nature of elastic structures connecting the muscle
fibres to the skeleton. The storage and recovery of elastic strain energy by the
tendons (apodema in insects) results in a considerable saving of metabolic energy.
Strain is independent of locomotory frequency, body size and muscle tempera-
ture. In contrast, the frequency of cycles, and hence strain rate, generally
increases with speed and is inversely proportional to body size. The maximum
isometric stress (PQ) striated muscles can exert is rather similar. During steady
running or hopping in mammals the peak muscle stress is around one-third of /V
Behaviours such as vertical jumping impose higher stresses requiring dispro-
portionately larger muscles and tendons, which may limit the storage of elastic
strain energy. Muscles of small animals consume significantly more energy per
gram than do those of large ones. This may be because they need to activate and
deactivate their muscles at a higher rate to move at an equivalent speed. When
differences in force production are normalised, by multiplying the energy
consumed per stride by stride frequency, similar values for the mass-specific cost
of locomotion are found in animals with different leg architectures, numbers of
legs, skeletal type, body sizes and muscle temperatures.

The power output of isolated muscle fibres can be measured by imposing
cyclical strain fluctuations and stimulating briefly during each cycle to approximate
normal operating conditions in vivo. This approach yields values for maximum
power output of 76-130 W kg"1 for synchronous insect flight muscles at tempera-
tures and wingbeat frequencies appropriate for flight. Frog sartorius muscle
produces 20Wkg~1 at the hopping frequency used during escapes at 20°C. The
strain rates and deactivation rates of muscle fibres are optimised to produce
maximum power over a particular range of locomotory frequencies. In vertebrates
this necessitates the sequential recruitment of muscle fibre types with faster
maximum strain rates and shorter contraction times as speed increases. Estimates
of overall muscle efficiency during locomotion in insects, fish and small mammals
are mostly in the range 6-20 %.
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Introduction

The ability of striated muscles to shorten and produce force is dependent on
overlapping arrays of actin and myosin filaments, arranged in serially repeated
sarcomeres. Although the mechanism underlying the conversion of chemical
energy to mechanical energy is the same in all animals, numerous aspects of
sarcomere structure and organisation can be varied to produce muscles with a
diversity of mechanical properties (see Hill, 1950; Huxley, 1985; Squire etal.
1990). The action of muscles in locomotion is further modified by their anatomical
arrangement, the lengths and properties of tendons, and by the operation of lever
systems formed with the skeleton or cytoskeleton.

Whole-animal studies of muscle function

Terrestrial locomotion

During running or hopping, the major muscle groups are alternately stretched
and then shortened during each stride (see Alexander, 1977). Inverted pendulum-
like mechanisms operate at walking speeds in a wide range of legged animals (Full,
1989), but are most effective in bipeds (Cavagna etal. 1977). The common
principle is that kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy are exchanged,
and therefore saved, as the centre of mass of the animal rises and falls during each
stride. Above certain speeds, pendulum mechanisms become ineffective and
running or bouncing gaits are used. Animals running at constant speed over level
ground do relatively little net work against the environment. The work done by the
muscles and tendons serves to lift and accelerate the body and limbs, with positive
work only just exceeding negative work. Prior to active shortening, the limb
extensor muscles are stretched by the momentum of the animal. A proportion of
the work done on the muscles is stored as elastic strain energy, which can be
recovered during subsequent shortening of tendons and muscles (Cavagna et al.
1977). Thus, the muscles and tendons serve as springs which alternately store and
release strain energy as the animal moves along, resulting in a considerable saving
of metabolic energy (Cavagna etal. 1977).

Energy storage in the series elastic components is divided between the tendon
and the muscle fibres, and depends on tendon length and compliance and the
number of sarcomeres in series in the muscle fibres. Griffiths (1989) estimated that
in the wallaby (Thylogale billardierii) up to 39 % of the work done on the
gastrocnemius (MG) muscle during hopping was stored as elastic strain energy,
mostly in the tendon. Since the tendon is essentially elastic, most of this energy is
recovered during the propulsive phase of the stride (Griffiths, 1989). Humans
achieve even greater savings during running, with more than half of the energy
supplied to lift and reaccelerate the centre of mass during each stride being
obtained from elastic energy storage mechanisms (Cavagna et al. 1964).

Terrestial mammals have 'preferred speeds' within each gait which are associ-
ated with minimal energy costs. Taylor (1985) has proposed that these preferred
speeds and stride frequencies are those required to maximize the storage arfli
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™covery of elastic strain energy and to minimise the cost of generating force. The
peak stress in the ankle extensor muscles of white rats galloping at their 'preferred
speed' was found to be around one-third of the peak isometric stress measured in
situ (Perry et al. 1988). This is similar to that reported for kangaroo rats hopping at
their 'preferred speed' (Biewener and Blickhan, 1988), and it may be a common
feature of running and bouncing gaits.

Specialized runners, such as ungulates, have short muscles with long tendons in
the lower parts of their legs that are slender in proportion to the forces they have to
transmit. This increases the effectiveness of elastic energy storage. An extreme
example of this is provided by the plantaris muscle of the camel, in which the
tendon runs almost the whole length between the femur and insertions on the
phalanges, and the muscle fibres are reduced to 1-3 mm (Alexander et al. 1982).
In contrast, in the kangaroo rat {Dipodomys spectabilis), much less strain energy is
stored in the ankle extensor tendons and muscles, with only 14 % of the work done
on the muscles being recovered (Biewener et al. 1981). Biewener and Blickhan
(1988) have proposed that these animals have disproportionately large muscles
and tendons for their body mass, limiting energy savings by elastic storage and
recovery. They propose that well-developed hindlimb muscles, tendons and bones
are needed in kangaroo rats to match the large stresses involved in the high vertical
jumps used to avoid predators (Biewener and Blickhan, 1988). Stresses developed
in the plantaris and MG muscles were found to increase from 33-110 kNirT2

during hopping at a steady speed (0.6-2.1 ms"1) to 350kNm~2 for 50cm jumps
(Fig. 1). These large jumps characteristically followed landing from a previous
jump, providing the means for stretching the active ankle extensor muscles to give
up to 1.75 times the maximum isometric force measured in situ (Fig. 1). During
maximum jumps the force exerted on the ground was three times that exerted at
the fastest steady hopping speed. The maximum stresses produced in the ankle
extensor muscles are matched to the strengths of tendons and bones, providing a
consistent safety factor to failure of 1.5-2.0 for the hindlimb as a whole (Fig. 1). It
would seem that the muscles and skeletal structures of different animals have
similar safety factors for the avoidance of injury. Thus, there may be a compromise
in evolution between the design features needed for rapid acceleration/decele-
ration and maximum elastic energy storage and recovery.

Relatively few studies have recorded changes in the activity, length and force of
muscles during normal locomotion. One elegant study, which illustrates a number
of general principles, was recently carried out on freely hopping wallabies
(Griffiths, 1989). Telemetry was used to record electromyograms (EMG) from the
medial head of the gastrocnemius (MG) muscle, and force was measured
simultaneously with a surgically implanted force transducer mounted on the
tendon. In order to calculate joint angles and muscle length, five dots were placed
on the shaved right leg of the wallaby and filmed with a high-speed cin6 camera
synchronized to the EMG and force records. For constant-speed hopping the

was found to start about 30-40 ms prior to foot contact, which begins with
e toenail of the large fourth digit digging into the ground to prevent slippage. A
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Fig. 1. Peak stresses in the bone (A), tendon (B) and plantaris muscle (C) of the
kangaroo rat (Dipodomys spectabilis) during hopping and jumping. (Adapted from
Biewener and Blickhan, 1988.)

few milliseconds later the ankle extensor muscles are rapidly stretched prior to
shortening, as the pad under the phalanges makes contact (Fig. 2). The momen-
tum of the wallaby results in the tendon being stretched, which further stretches
the muscle fibres. This produces a rapid rise in force, peaking at the end of the
stretch (Griffiths, 1989). The external stretch of the muscle reduces the series
elastic compliance, providing a much more rapid increase in force (Hill, 1951).
Initial rates of stretch at high hopping speeds are around 5-6 muscle lengths s"1,
producing a rate of force development which is 10 times that during an isometric
contraction (Griffiths, 1989). The muscle was found to resist the stretch with a
constant impedance that was independent of hopping speed. Increases in hopping
speed caused the MG muscle to be stretched by larger amounts, producing higher
forces, which suggests negligible muscle viscosity (Fig. 2). Both positive anA
negative work by the muscle increased for speeds up to lSkmrT1. At highfl
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Fig. 2. Muscle action during unrestrained locomotion in the wallaby (Thylogale
billardierii). Changes in length (A) and force (B) in the gastrocnemius (MG) muscle
during a single stride for constant-speed hopping at l lkmh" 1 and for a bipedal take-
off hop. (C,D) The corresponding force-position or work loops. The body mass of the
wallaby was 7 kg and resting MG length (Lo) was 197-198 mm. (Adapted from
Griffiths, 1989.)

speeds, stride length stabilised and hop frequency increased so that muscle force
and work per hop remained constant.

The leg muscles in the wallaby function differently during steady hopping and
take-off hops from rest. During bipedal take-off hops, the MG muscle was
stretched by a more modest amount before generating force in a near-isometric
contraction (Fig. 2). This resulted in a slower development of force than during
constant-speed hopping (Fig. 2). As a result, the work done by the muscle was
around two times higher for bipedal take-offs than for constant-speed hopping of
similar speed (Fig. 2). Take-off hops are energetically more expensive because the
MG muscle has to stretch the long compliant tendon actively.

Scaling studies

It might be expected that muscle stresses would be proportional to (body
mass)033, since for geometrically similar animals the force required to support the
J^)dy is proportional to body mass, whereas the cross-sectional area of muscles is
Proportional to body mass067. However, mean stresses exerted by the leg muscles
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are about the same in mammals of all sizes (Biewener, 1989). This can
explained by differences in the mechanical advantage of leg muscles in different
species achieved mainly by changes in limb posture, with larger animals running
on more upright limbs (Biewener, 1989).

The muscles of small mammals consume significantly more energy per gram dur-
ing running than do the muscles of large ones (Taylor et al. 1970). Taylor (1985)
has suggested that this is because small mammals must turn their muscles on and
off at a higher rate to generate the forces needed to move at an 'equivalent' speed.
Normalizing for differences in force production, by multiplying the cost per stride
by stride period, produces values for the mass-specific cost of locomotion per
stride that are similar over four orders of magnitude of body mass (Heglund and
Taylor, 1988; Kram and Taylor, 1990). Surprisingly, body mass also accounts for
around 85 % of the variation in the mass-specific costs of terrestrial locomotion in
animals with different leg architectures, numbers of legs, skeletal type and body
temperature (Full et al. 1990). To a first approximation, 0.9 J kg"1 is required to
move the centre of mass lkm (Full and Tu, 1990). The fact that six- and eight-
legged invertebrates produce similar force patterns to those of mammals suggests a
comparable whole-body stiffness. Thus, animals may function as tuned mechan-
ical spring systems with similar characteristics due to the basic material properties
of muscles, connective tissue and skeletal structures (Full and Tu, 1990).

Swimming

Most fish swim by the sequential activation of myotomes on alternate sides of
the body. This produces a wave of lateral bending from the head to the tail,
developing a reactive thrust from the water. In order to bend a complete
transection of the body, several myotomes need to shorten. Individual myotomes
are bounded by sheets of connective tissue (myosepta) into which the muscle
fibres are inserted via short tendons. Most superficial muscle fibres run parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the body, whereas deeper fibres make angles of up to 40°
(Alexander, 1969). The shape of the myotomes is complex and changes along the
length of the body, with the muscle fibres making more acute angles with the
myosepta towards the tail (Videler, 1985). The 'helical trajectories' of the deeper
muscle fibres in bony fishes may allow fibres at different distances from the medial
plane to contract by a similar amount as the body bends (Fig. 3). In addition, the
arrangement of myotomes and muscle fibres is thought to provide a significant
mechanical advantage during flexion of the body, helping to generate large forces
with a small percentage shortening of muscle blocks. During continuous swim-
ming, the EMG travels faster than the mechanical wave of bending (Williams et al.
1989; Van Leeuwen et al. 1990). This results in systematic phase differences in
force and length cycles along the body, implying that muscle fibres are active at
different strain rates (Hess and Videler, 1984). Synchronized electromyography
and high-speed cinematography have been used to measure recruitment patterns
and body movements in the common carp (Cyprinus carpio L.), allowing the strajj
fluctuations of the superficial slow muscle fibres to be calculated (Rome et al. 19£
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Fig. 3. Normalised force-position loops calculated for slow muscle fibres from the
common carp (Cyprinus carpio) during steady swimming. Three loops are shown
(A-C) from myotomes at different points along the length of the fish. (Adapted from
Van Leeuwen et al., 1990.) The arrangement of the superficial slow muscle fibres (S)
and deeper fast muscles (F) in the fish is illustrated. (Adapted from Rome et al. 1988.)
+ , positive work; - , negative work; LQ, resting fibre length.
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Van Leeuwen et al. 1990). For continuous swimming, the amplitude of
fluctuations is similar along the trunk, except for the most anterior myotomes.
Therefore, it would appear that there is a strict relationship between the minimum
radius of curvature of the body and the initial position, and angle, of the muscle
fibres with respect to the longitudinal axis of the fish. Van Leeuwen et al. (1990)
recorded EMGs from eight points along the body. They were able to model
normalised muscle power output from these measurements from a knowledge of
the lengths of the actin and myosin filaments and by making certain assumptions
about the properties of the muscle fibres. Their analysis showed that, except for a
short initial period, the muscle fibres in anterior myotomes are active during
shortening, producing net positive work over the entire tailbeat cycle (Fig. 3A).
Towards the anus muscle, fibres are active during both shortening and lengthen-
ing, such that the amounts of positive and negative work almost cancel each other
out (Fig. 3B). In contrast, muscle fibres near the tail develop force mainly while
being stretched, resulting in the production of net negative work (Fig. 3C) . Thus,
most of the positive work is done by muscle fibres in the anterior myotomes,
resulting in the stretching of muscle and collagen fibres in the region of the tail
blade.

During startle responses (C-starts) muscle fibres in the carp shorten by a larger
amount than during continuous swimming. Rome et al. (1988) calculated that,
because of their special geometry, the fast fibres would only need to contract at
one-quarter of the speed of the superficial slow fibres. Allowing for this, the
maximum strain rate of the fast fibres would occur at around 0.3Kmax. This
corresponds to the shortening speed required for maximum power output. In
contrast, during fast starts the slow fibres shorten at around four times their Vmax,
producing no positive work.

Insect flight

There are two types of insect flight muscle, synchronous and asynchronous. In
synchronous flight muscles there is direct nervous stimulation of each contraction,
limiting wingbeat frequencies to a maximum of 100 Hz. Much higher wingbeat
frequencies are achieved by insects with asynchronous flight muscles, in which
nervous stimulation and contraction cycles of the muscles are uncoupled. The
sarcoplasmic reticulum in asynchronous muscles is greatly reduced and relatively
ineffective in releasing and sequestering Ca2+. Instead, contraction is under
mechanical control and is maintained by an oscillatory mechanism. Strain
fluctuations of the muscles distort the thorax, inducing movement of the wings by
means of a specialized articulation between the wings and thorax. The stiffness in
asynchronous flight muscles is higher than in synchronous insect flight muscles,
which exceeds that for vertebrate skeletal muscle (Pringle, 1977). It is likely that
both types of insect flight muscle can store a very high proportion of the inertial
energy of the oscillating wings as elastic energy, even with the small strain
amplitudes needed for flight (< 5 %) (Ellington, 1984). Machin and Pringle
discovered that for oscillatory operation the asynchronous flight muscle of
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beetle (Oryctes rhinoceros) needed to be under static tension and to be
dynamically stretched by an inertial load before it would contract. A special
feature of asynchronous insect muscle is that it shows a marked strain activation (a
small stretch increases force after a short delay), which may result from a
mismatching of the actin and myosin filament arrays with changing sarcomere
length (Squire etal. 1990). Estimates of the mechanical power requirements for
free hovering flight have been obtained both from measurements of metabolic rate
and from aerodynamic theory (Ellington, 1984; Casey and Ellington, 1989).
Ellington and co-workers have carried out a comprehensive study on the
kinematics, aerodynamics and metabolism of flight in euglossine bees, which vary
in body mass by more than an order of magnitude. They found that, for hovering
flight, mass-specific power input and wing-stroke frequency were inversely related
to body mass (Casey and Ellington, 1989). However, the mass-specific energy
expenditure per wing stroke was not correlated with body mass. They calculated
that the mass-specific muscle power output required for the bees to fly was
lOOWkg"1, assuming perfect elastic storage, and 200Wkg~\ assuming zero
elastic storage (Casey and Ellington, 1989). The aerobic performance of insects
during hovering flight exceeds that of the mass-specific Vo, of vertebrates
(Bartholomew, 1981). Both the fraction of the fibres occupied by mitochondria
and the oxygen consumption rate per unit volume of mitochondria are higher for
insect flight muscle than for vertebrate striated muscle (Casey and Ellington,
1989). For 1 g bees, mitochondria constitute around 43 % and myofibrils constitute
54% of the muscle fibre volume. Thus, the mechanical power output of the
myofibrils estimated for small bees is extremely high, in the range 206-440 W kg"1,
depending on the assumptions made about the storage of elastic strain energy
(Casey and Ellington, 1989).

Studies with isolated muscles
Measurements of oscillatory work

The vast majority of studies on the mechanical properties of isolated muscles
have been designed to answer questions concerning the mechanisms of muscle
contraction. These studies have mostly involved contractions at constant length
(isometric) or shortening under constant load (isotonic). This contrasts with the
cyclical contractions that muscles perform during locomotion at constant speed. In
vivo muscle stress and strain rates vary in a complex manner throughout the strain
cycle (Figs 2,3). The work done by the muscle is critically dependent on the timing
of stimulation relative to the start of the length-change cycle and can be
dramatically altered by the nature of previous strain cycles. Muscles that develop
force during shortening and relax completely during subsequent extension
produce net positive work during each contraction cycle. In contrast, if force is
developed whilst the muscle is being stretched, then the net work output per cycle

•
negative, and work is done on the muscle by other components of the

comotory system.
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In some cases, including insect flight muscle and fish myotomal muscle,
length trajectories of fibres are approximately sinusoidal for steady movements.
Machin and Pringle (1960) used sinusoidal length changes to measure the power
output of isolated asynchronous beetle flight muscle fibres performing oscillatory
work. Josephson (1985) developed this technique to measure the power output of
a synchronous insect flight muscle in a way that mimicked normal operating
conditions. Muscle fibres were subjected to imposed sinusoidal length changes, at
a frequency and amplitude appropriate to flight, and given single or multiple
stimuli at selected phases in the strain cycle. Work output per cycle was calculated
from the area of the loop formed by plotting force against length over a full cycle.
The area of the loop represents the difference between the work required to
stretch the muscle and the work done by the muscle during subsequent shortening.
An example of this method of measuring work output is shown in Fig. 4. Anti-
clockwise components of the force-position loops indicate positive work, clock-
wise components negative work (Josephson, 1985). The power output of the
muscle is net work per cycle multiplied by frequency.

Parameters that influence the net work done by the muscle include the
amplitude and frequency of muscle length changes, and the number, pattern and
timing of stimuli relative to the length-change cycle. Josephson (1985) found that
for tettigoniid (Neoconocephalus triops) flight muscle maximum positive work was
done when the stimulus was timed to produce maximum force near the middle of
the shortening portion of the cycle. In contrast, maximum net negative work was
produced when peak force occurred near the middle of the lengthening portion of
the cycle. At intermediate stimulus phases the work loops became complex, with
both positive and negative components (Josephson, 1985). For fish, measurements
of changes in body curvature enable strain fluctuations to be calculated during
swimming and synchronised with the EMG wave (Van Leeuwen et al. 1990). For
anterior myotomes, modelling studies predict that force is maximal as the fibres
shorten through their resting lengths, producing net positive work throughout
most of the tailbeat cycle (Hess and Videler, 1984) (see also Fig. 3). Altringham
and Johnston (1990a) systematically varied the parameters affecting the work
output of muscle fibres in the teleost Myoxocephalus scorpius in order to mimic the
likely operating conditions of the anterior myotomes. They found that the net
work per cycle was maximal over a narrow range of phase shifts. Maximum power
output was produced when the stimulus was retarded relative to the start of the
length-change cycle by around 30° (full cycle=360°) (Fig. 5B). Under these
conditions, the negative work done in stretching the active muscle was less than
the extra positive work obtained by virtue of the higher force during shortening.
The peak force at the optimal stimulus phase-shift exceeded that during an
isometric contraction by 15-30% (Altringham and Johnston, 19906). It is also
possible to reproduce the shape of force-position loops predicted for more
posterior myotomes by further delaying the stimulus with respect to the start of the
length-change cycle (Johnson and Johnston, 1991). Maximum negative wor
(clockwise loops) occurs with a stimulus phase-shift of 210°, and
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Fig. 4. Record illustrating the 'work loop' technique for measuring the power output
of isolated muscle fibres undergoing cyclical contractions. These recordings are from
unpublished experiments with fast myotomal muscle fibres from the cold-water marine
teleost Myoxocephalus scorpius. All recordings were made at 4°C. (A) Isometric
twitch and tetanus. Note that the twitch has been delayed relative to the start of the
tetanus. (B, C) The measurement of oscillatory work with sinusoidal strain fluctuations
and a single stimulus per cycle. Values of strain, cycle frequency and stimulus phase
(full cycle=360°) were chosen to maximise net positive work. (D) Loop 1, the
force-position loop for the second cycle shown in B; loop 2, the increase in work
obtained with a second stimulus and an inter-stimulus period of 20 ms. The peak stress
is around 34% of that during an isometric tetanus under conditions for maximum
positive work (±5% strain, 5 Hz cycle frequency, 30° stimulus phase and 2 stimuli
cycle"1 at 50Hz). LQ, resting fibre length.

maximum positive work at 30° phase-shift by 20-30% (Johnson and Johnston,
1991).

The work output of muscle fibres is also strongly dependent on the amplitude of
the sinusoidal length changes (strain). Josephson (1985) found that the area of
negative work loops increased continuously with increasing strain. In contrast, at
the optimum stimulus phase for net positive work, the work output increased with
increasing strain values until it reached a maximum and then declined (see also
Fig. 5A). Similar results have been obtained for muscles from other insects
(Mizisin and Josephson, 1987; Stevenson and Josephson, 1990), a crab (Stokes and
Jpsephson, 1988), a frog (Stevens, 1988) and several fish species (Altringham and
P>hnston, 1990a,b). Stevens (1988) showed that the optimal strain amplitude for
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Fig. 5. The measurement of oscillatory work in bundles of fast muscle fibres from the
teleost Myoxocephalus scorpius. (A) Effects of varying strain at a range of cycle
frequencies; 1 stimulus cycle"1 and a stimulus phase of 30°. (B) Effects of varying
stimulus phase at 6 Hz cycle frequency and optimal strain. (C) Superimposed work
loops at 4Hz with 1—4 stimuli cycle"1 (marked on the loops), an inter-stimulus interval
of 20ms and a stimulus phase of 30°. Net work was maximal with three stimuli. The
optimum number of stimuli depends on stimulus phase, inter-stimulus interval and the
cycle frequency. From Altringham and Johnston (1990a).

frog sartorius muscle in vitro (±6 % resting muscle length) corresponded to the
actual range of sarcomere excursions found in vivo, measured from the changing
angle of each joint as the leg extends in jumping (Calow and Alexander, 1973).
The effects of strain on work output are a complex function of passive compliance,
the length-tension curve, the force-velocity relationship, shortening deactivation
and length-dependent changes in twitch duration (Josephson and Stokes, 1989).

For muscles stimulated with a single shock there is an optimal stimulus phase
and optimal strain required to maximize positive net work at any particular cycle,
frequency or temperature (Altringham and Johnston, 1990a,b; Stevenson
Josephson, 1990). The effect of multiple stimuli per cycle on work output
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cycle frequency. Measured at the normal wing-stroke frequency (25 Hz) and
operating temperature (30°C) for flight, the tettigoniid muscle produces its
maximum power output (76 Wkg"1) with three stimuli per cycle at 4 ms intervals
(Josephson, 1985). In order to maximise net work per cycle, the force-time
integral during the shortening phase of each cycle (minus any negative work
performed during stretch) must be maximised. For fast myotomal muscle fibres
from the teleost Myoxocephalus scorpius at 3°C, and under optimal conditions of
strain and stimulus phase, only a single stimulus is required at high cycle
frequencies, but as frequency decreases more stimuli are needed owing to the
longer duration of the shortening phase (Fig. 5C). If too many stimuli are given at
a given cycle frequency then force levels remain high during the stretch part of the
cycle, resulting in an increase in the negative work component. Negative work is
performed by the servo system in vitro, and by the antagonistic muscles in a
swimming fish. Grillner and Kashin (1976) have shown that the duration of EMGs
remains a constant proportion of the tailbeat cycle, except at very high speeds.
Thus, the number of stimuli delivered to a fibre in each cycle is likely to decrease
with increasing tailbeat frequency, maximising the net work output.

Strain, stimulus phase, inter-stimulus interval and the number of stimuli per
cycle can be optimised at each cycle frequency, and muscle power output
determined over the range of frequencies found during locomotion. For all
muscles investigated, work output increases with cycle frequency to some
maximum value, and then decreases (Josephson, 1985; Stevenson and Josephson,
1990; Altringham and Johnston, 1990a). Maximum power output is produced at a
higher cycle frequency than that required to produce the maximum net work per
cycle (Stevenson and Josephson, 1990). Estimates of the maximum power output
of synchronous insect flight muscles measured at the temperatures and wingbeat
frequencies appropriate for flight range from 50 to 90Wkg~1 (Stevenson and
Josephson, 1990) and are within the range predicted by current aerodynamic
theory (Ellington, 1984). Frog sartorius muscle has a maximum power output of
20Wkg - 1 at the hopping frequency used during escapes at 20°C (Stevens, 1988).
These values of power output take into account the work required to restretch the
muscle after shortening and the fact that the muscle is only active for a fraction of
each cycle. They are, therefore, considerably lower than those obtained from
traditional force-velocity curves, which measure the instantaneous power output
of fully activated muscles during linear shortening.

Muscle fibre types

Fish myotomes contain anatomically discrete layers of different muscle types
(Fig. 3). Slow sustained speeds are entirely supported by a relatively small volume
(5-7% body mass) of aerobic slow twitch muscle (Bone, 1966; Johnston, 1981).
As speed increases there is a sequential recruitment of faster-contracting fibre
types which are dependent on anaerobic pathways for their energy supply
Johnston et al. 1911). Altringham and Johnston (1990a) used the work loop
^chnique to measure the power output of fast and slow muscle fibres in
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Fig. 6. (A) Maximum power output of fast (open symbols) and slow (closed symbols)
myotomal muscle fibres from the teleost Myoxocephalus scorpius. (B) Optimum work
loops for each point on the upper fast fibre curve in A. Cycle frequency, number of
stimuli and net work are given for each. The optimum frequency of the stimulus train
within each cycle was that which gave a fused isometric tetanus (50 and 15 Hz in fast
and slow fibres, respectively). Experiments were at 3°C. (From Altringham and
Johnston, 1990a.)

M. scorpius, at 3°C, over the full range of frequencies used during swimming. The
various parameters influencing work were adjusted to optimise positive work at a
range of cycle frequencies, simulating the behaviour of the anterior myotomes.
Slow fibres were found to develop their maximum power output of 5-8 W kg"1 at
2 Hz, whereas fast fibres produced around five times more power at 5-8 Hz
(25-35Wkg~1) (Fig. 6). The power output of the slow fibres was negligible
relative to that of fast fibres at high cycle/tailbeat frequencies. Indeed, above 8 Hz
the twitch kinetics and maximum strain rate of the slow fibres were too slow to
generate positive work. Maximum strain rates at the optimal cycle frequencies
were around 0.3 muscle lengths s"1 for slow fibres and 1.1-1.3 muscle lengths s"1

for fast muscle fibres. Thus, in order to produce maximum net positive work, fast
muscle fibres shorten at around 0.23-0.29Vmax, the speeds predicted by the
force-velocity relationship for maximum power and efficiency (Altringham and
Johnston, 1988). Rome and co-workers have suggested, from a study of sarcomere
excursions during swimming, that fast fibres in the common carp are recruited
when V/Vmax for slow fibres exceeds 0.17-0.36 (Rome et al. 1988, 1990a). Thus, in
order to produce maximum positive work, the deactivation rate and strain rate o&
muscle fibres must be matched to the frequency of locomotory movements (s™
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io Marsh, 1990). This provides an explanation of why different fibre types are
necessary for locomotion over a wide range of speeds.

Temperature and muscle power requirements

Thoracic temperatures of the tobacco hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) during
hovering flight are 36-42 °C, and wingbeat frequencies range from 26 to 32 Hz
(Heinrich, 1971). At lower ambient temperatures a warm-up period is needed
prior to take-off, involving low-amplitude wingbeats to generate heat. Stevenson
and Josephson (1990) used the work loop technique to measure the maximum
power output of an indirect synchronous flight muscle in Manduca at different
temperatures. They found that the cycle frequency that produced maximum power
output increased from around 13 Hz at 20°C (20Wkg~1) to 28 Hz at 40°C
(90Wkg~1). Thus, the in vitro experiments support the hypothesis that Manduca
needs a muscle temperature of at least 30 °C to produce the necessary wingbeat
frequency and power levels for flight.

Temperature is also a major factor determining the swimming performance of
fish. The maximum tailbeat frequency and speed increase with temperature,
whereas maximum tailbeat amplitude does not. For submaximal speeds the same
tailbeat frequency and amplitude are used at all temperatures (Rome et al. 1990a).
This implies that strain is independent of temperature, whereas shortening speed
and the frequency required for maximum power output should both increase with
temperature. Johnson and Johnston (1991) investigated the effects of temperature
on the properties of fast muscle fibres from the short-horned sculpin, a cold-water
fish widely distributed around the coasts of northern Europe. They found that the
strain for maximum power output (±5 %) was similar at 4 and 15°C, whereas the
cycle frequency required for maximum work increased from 5-7 Hz at 4°C to
9-13 Hz at 15 °C. Under optimal conditions muscle fibres developed twice the
maximum stress at 15 °C in summer-acclimatized compared to values in winter-
acclimatized fish. The maximum muscle power output at this temperature was
9 W k g - 1 in winter-caught fish and 30Wkg - 1 in summer-caught fish. At a typical
winter temperature of 4°C, the power output of fast muscles from both groups of
fish was 20-25 Wkg"1 (Johnson and Johnston, 1991). The mechanical properties
of muscle fibres in some freshwater fish, such as common carp, also show
phenotypic plasticity in response to seasonal temperature change. However, in
this case the major adjustments in contractile properties occur with cold-
acclimation. Following several weeks below 10°C, Vmax and isometric tension
increase at low temperatures whereas twitch duration decreases (Johnston et al.
1990).

Scaling studies

The maximum force per unit cross-sectional area and maximal relative
shortening are governed by the dimensions of a muscle's contractile filaments and

Ke independent of body size. The amount of work done per contraction cycle is
erefore a scale-independent variable, and power output is proportional to
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contraction frequency. Maximum tailbeat frequencies range from 40-60 Hz
lcm fish to 5-8Hz in l m fish (Wardle, 1975). Altringham and Johnston (1990b)
investigated the effects of cycle frequency on work output in fast fibres from the
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua). They found that the cycle frequency for maximum
power output (/opt) decreased from 12.5 Hz in 13 cm fish to 5 Hz in 67 cm fish
(/Opt=46.8~052). Thus, the strain rate of fibres required to produce maximum
positive work decreases from 2.2 muscle lengths s"1 in 10 cm cod to around 0.7
muscle lengths s"1 in 100 cm cod. However, other experiments with fast muscle
fibres from the dogfish suggest that both Vmax and the curvature of the
force-velocity relationship are essentially independent of body length (Curtin and
Woledge, 1988). For mammals, comparisons of Vmax over a 1200-fold range of
body mass suggest that slow muscle fibres scale to (body mass)"018 and fast twitch
fibres to (body mass)"007 (Rome et al. 19906). These results would seem to imply
that muscle fibres operate at different values of V/Vmax in small and large animals,
which is puzzling.

Muscle efficiency

There are several ways of defining muscle efficiency (Woledge, 1989). An
overall measure of efficiency appropriate to locomotion would be the ratio of the
work done by the muscle to the total free energy dissipated. Provided there are no
hidden or delayed metabolic costs, the overall efficiency can be obtained from
oxygen consumption measurements or from the observed output of work and
heat. Heglund and Cavagna (1987) measured the work done by isolated frog and
rat muscles during repeated stretch-shortening cycles and the subsequent oxygen
consumption during recovery. For the highest shortening speeds studied, a
prestretch was found to increase muscle efficiency significantly over that measured
during shortening from an isometric contraction, particularly in the rat extensor
digitorum longus (EDL) muscle. This is consistent with the in vivo observation
that overall efficiency increases up to the highest running and hopping speeds
attained. The highest values of efficiency for isolated muscles were obtained when
stimulation began during stretching and continued during the first part of
shortening. This yielded values of 35 % in frog sartorius, 50 % in rat EDL and
40% in rat soleus muscle (Heglund and Cavagna, 1987). Measurements of muscle
efficiency during running and hopping which take into account energy storage and
recovery during the negative work phase of contraction cycles yield values that
range from 6.5 % in small animals to 41 % in large ones (Heglund and Cavagna,
1985). This is because mass-specific metabolic power input increases with
decreasing body size, whereas mass-specific mechanical power output is indepen-
dent of body size. Muscle efficiency during hovering flight also increases with body
mass. For the extreme assumptions of zero and perfect elastic energy storage,
values of muscle efficiency calculated for bees (0.1-1 g) range from 8 to 34 %, and
from 4 to 16%, respectively (Casey and Ellington, 1989). Stevenson and
Josephson (1990) obtained direct measurements of the mechanical power outp
of a synchronous flight muscle in the tobacco hawkmoth using the work lo
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Blchnique. Comparison with published values of energy expenditure during
hovering flight suggested a muscle efficiency of around 10 %.

Moon et al. (1991) used the work loop technique to measure phosphocreatine
(PCr) splitting by cod fast myotomal muscle fibres under conditions producing
maximum positive work. In these experiments, the fibres were poisoned with
iodoacetate and nitrogen to block the resynthesis of ATP. Muscle economy
(work/PCr breakdown) increased over the first 8-10 cycles, reaching a value of
around 12 mJ /zmol"1 PCr at 4°C. Using a value for Gibbs force free energy change
for PCr hydrolysis in vivo of SSkJmoP1 (Woledge, 1989), this yields efficiency
values ranging from 12 to 21 % (Moon et al. 1991).
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Science and Engineering Research Council of the UK for grant support. I also
thank Drs R. I. Griffiths, A. A. Biewener and J. L. Van Leeuwen for permission
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